From **September 15 to 24, 2023**, Global Goals Week will mobilize communities, demand urgency, and supercharge solutions for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Our shared future and the achievement of the Global Goals will be determined by our global solidarity – how we work together across borders, nationalities, sectors and generations.

In 2015, Member States of the United Nations made a universal promise to leave no one behind through the 17 SDGs. One year later, Project Everyone, UNDP and the UN Foundation came together to honor that promise by launching **Global Goals Week**, an annual week of action, awareness, and accountability for the SDGs.

Now in 2023, we have reached the mid-point in the timeline to achieve the SDGs – to make good on our global promise to secure the rights and well-being of everyone on a healthy planet, leaving no one behind. Securing a life of dignity for all is possible. We have the blueprints for transformation; we know what we must do. **Now is the time to act.**

Join the Global Goals Week coalition to cultivate ideas, identify solutions, and build partnerships with the power to solve a wide range of complex global problems from poverty and gender inequality, to infrastructure and climate change. **We don't have a moment to lose.**

**Become a partner today!**

#GlobalGoalsWeek